
TEACHERS DAY APPRECIATION AWARD 

CHHAYAnke celebrated TEACHERS DAY with gratitude 
towards teachers who spread the light of knowledge and 
enlighten children life with wisdom. We had invited 
nominations from  teachers educating kids in rural/tribal 
areas or teachers who voluntarily teach underprivileged kids 
who cannot afford to go to school. CHHAYAnke received 21 
nominations from across the country for ”ARATRIKA 
ALANKARAN TEACHERS DAY AWARD” including ‘Devyani 
Street Studies Varodara, Salama Memon ”Umeed Foundation 
Mumbai” and ‘Ritu’s Nest’ Hyderabad. 
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TEACHERS DAY AWARD 
On 5th September 2020, 
CHHAYAnke recognised 

teachers contributing 
towards underprivileged 

kids education

1
SURAKSHITH CHHAYA 
Timely medicine 
supply to Tapasvi 

Foundation to 
safeguard health of 

underprivileged kids
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#CYBER SECURITY  

An online session in 
Hindi  to spread 

awareness around 
how to use internet 

wisely
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CHHAYAnke (tapati 
dhoop, thodi si CHHAYA)  
has made it, its mission to 
provide Swasthya, 
Sushikshit, Surakshit 
CHHAYA. Nidhi Trivedi 
Mishra has been working 
passionately towards 
empowering women 
through training and 
education, supporting 
children through health, 
safety and education drive 
and also striving towards 
Green Earth through 
plantation drives.  

To support these on-going 
causes, send your generous 

contributions to:  
M/S CHHAYANKE 
CHARITABLE TRUST  
ANDHRA BANK  
A/c. No. 235311100001866  
IFSC CODE: ANDB0002353  
MICR CODE: 500011189 
www.chhayanke.com | 
chhayanke@yahoo.com  

Please scroll to the last page 
for QR Code.  

http://www.chhayanke.com
mailto:chhayanke@yahoo.com
http://www.chhayanke.com
mailto:chhayanke@yahoo.com
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The Cyber Security session mainly focusses on spreading awareness around protecting kids from 
cyber criminals, security during the school online classes, keeping sensitive data and information 
secure and using the internet wisely under parents supervision. CHHAYAnke thanks Dr. Radhika 
Badanahatti and Shraddha Bhargava for their tremendous efforts in making these sessions 
successful.  

With more and more people locked inside their own homes, extensively using the internet for 
education, work and entertainment, CYBER SECURITY has become the most critical element. 
After the success of one session in August, which was conducted by Dr. Radhika Badanahatti 
and Shraddha Bhargava, CHHAYAnke Founder Nidhi Trivedi Mishra participated in a session 
on Cyber Security organised on Hindi Diwas by ‘Madhya Pradesh Lekhika Sangh’ and ‘Madhya 
Pradesh Triveni’ which was hugely appreciated by the local news Channels and print media.  

CYBER SECURITY - The need of the hour 
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OR  

Scan the QR CODE to send your contribution.  

SWASHTYA SUSHIKSHITH SURAKSHIT CHHAYA @ Tapasvi Foundation

CHHAYAnke provided timely help to the children of Tapasvi Foundation who were in 
need of medical supplies during monsoon. This donation was sponsored by Mrs. Uttama 
Behera. The initiative was lead by DR. Sejal Shah who procured the medicines on time 
and helped safeguard the children from monsoon related ailments. CHHAYAnke thanks 

Mrs. Behera for the generous contribution. 

Upcoming Campaign:  

Tapasvi Foundation requires support for repair and 
maintenance of the building where the orphanage kids 
reside, including toilet repair, wanter tank motor repair 

and painting of the ground floor, post the damage created 
by heavy monsoon in the last few weeks. 

Support us by sending your monetary contributions to:  
M/S CHHAYANKE CHARITABLE TRUST 

ANDHRA BANK 
A/c. No. 235311100001866 

MICR CODE: 500011189 


